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FANTASY SPORTS CONTEST HIGHLIGHT 
SEGMENTS SYSTEMS AND METHODS 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

petitions that are related to the user's performance in the 
fantasy sports contest . For example , a fantasy football user 
might want to see a highlight of those plays in which the 
user's contest picks scored touchdowns , or a highlight of 
those plays in which the user's contest picks scored fantasy 
contest points . It would therefore be desirable to present 
highlights in conjunction with a fantasy sports contest . [ 0001 ] This application claims the benefit of U.S. provi 

sional application No. 60 / 338,916 , filed Nov. 5 , 2001 , which 
is hereby incorporated by reference herein in its entirety . SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[ 0002 ] This invention relates to fantasy sports contests , 
and more particularly , this invention relates to systems and 
methods for presenting highlight segments in a fantasy 
sports contest application . 
[ 0003 ] Athletic endeavors have long supported a broad 
range of secondary competitions which include wagering on 
the outcome of particular games and wagering on the 
performance of a particular player . 
[ 0004 ] In known fantasy sports contests , a user selects a 
roster , a team , a particular individual , or a group of indi 
viduals in an athletic contest . The user of a fantasy sports 
contest system is given the ability to take on the role of a 
fictional general manager with powers which may include 
the ability to draft , trade , dismiss and otherwise manage the 
player or players on the user's fantasy sports team . 
[ 0005 ] Conventionally , the rules in a fantasy sports contest 
are set by a fantasy sports contest system provider , or are set 
by a league commissioner who sets the rules under which a 
group of fantasy or rotisserie sports contest users competes 
against each other . For example , for every goal scored in 
real - life by a member of the user's fantasy soccer team , a 
conventional fantasy sports contest system might award five 
fantasy points to the user in the fantasy competition . 
[ 0006 ] The fantasy sports contest system provider may 
also provide additional services , which include providing 
statistical information on real - life games and players , track 
ing users ' scores in the fantasy contest , and enabling trans 
actions and other interactions among the users . 
[ 0007 ] A fantasy sp contest may be based on a variety 
of real - life athletic events , and typically involves selecting 
players from real - life team sports ( e.g. , football , baseball , 
basketball , hockey , soccer or rugby ) , selecting players from 
real - life sports where individuals compete ( e.g. , golf , tennis 
or automotive racing ) , or selecting participants from com 
petitions involving animals ( e.g. , horse and dog racing ) . The 
user's selections are typically stored in the user's fantasy 
sports contest roster . The performance of these selections in 
real - life competition determines the user's performance in 
the fantasy sports competition . 
[ 0008 ] A fantasy sports contest goes beyond traditional 
one - time wagering applications ( e.g. , selecting picks for the 
winners of a weekend's football games or picking who will 
win a most valuable player award ) . 
[ 0009 ] The performance of the user's fantasy sports con 
test selections is determined by the performance of the 
user's selections ( e.g. , athletes ) in real - life competition . The 
user of a fantasy sports contest application will often have an 
interest in many , if not all , of the real - life competitions in 
which the user's contest picks and the user's opponent's 
contest picks are involved . This generates interest among the 
users in highlights of the real - life competitions . Fantasy 
sports contest users will be most interested in seeing high 
lights ( e.g. , video highlight segments ) of the real - life com 

[ 0010 ] In view of the foregoing , it is therefore an object of 
the present invention to provide a fantasy sports contest 
application that provides a user with highlight segments . 
[ 0011 ] This and other objects are accomplished in accor 
dance with the principles of the present invention by pro 
viding the user with a fantasy sports contest application that 
supports the presentation of highlight segments . The high 
light segments may be distributed by systems and methods 
substantially equivalent to systems and methods used to 
distribute fantasy sports contest application data . Alterna 
tively , the highlight segments may be distributed by any 
other suitable systems and methods . For example , the fan 
tasy sports contest application may include an Internet web 
browsing application and the highlight segments may be 
presented using one or more media player applications ( e.g. , 
Media Player For WindowsTM , QuicktimeTM , or Real 
PlayerTM ) . 
[ 0012 ] A highlight segment may include any suitable form 
of media . For example , a highlight segment may include 
static images , animated images , video , audio , rendered com 
puter graphics , interactive content , text , any other suitable 
form of media , or any other suitable combination thereof . 
Highlight segments may include corresponding television 
broadcast segments , radio accounts of the relevant play , or 
both . Highlight segments may be provided by one or more 
third party suppliers ( e.g. , NFL FilmsTM ) of accounts and 
depictions of a game , which may provide segments from one 
or more camera angles . 
[ 0013 ] A multimedia highlight segment may be a com 
puter media file with audio and video information , a tele 
vision audio and video signal , any other suitable media 
content , or any combination thereof . A multimedia highlight 
segment may be downloaded or streamed to user equipment . 
[ 0014 ] The fantasy sports contest application of the pres 
ent invention may be implemented on any suitable platform , 
or on any suitable combination of platforms . For example , in 
an interactive television system , the fantasy sports contest 
application may be implemented using a multichannel set 
top box receiver , a television capable of running software 
programs , a two - way remote control , any other suitable 
device , or any suitable combination of devices . At least one 
of the devices used in an implementation is capable of 
communicating highlight segments to the user . The fantasy 
sports contest application may also be implemented on a 
personal computer with a connection to the Internet or any 
other computer network . 
[ 0015 ] The fantasy sports contest application may be 
invoked by the user upon pressing one or more buttons on 
a remote control , by making a selection from a menu or other 
presentation of user - selectable choices , or by other suitable 
means by which a selection may be made ( e.g. , a speech 
recognition command interface ) . Alternatively , the fantasy 
sports contest application may be automatically invoked 
( e.g. , upon the user tuning to a fantasy sports contest related 
television broadcast ) . 
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[ 0016 ] The fantasy sports contest application may display 
selectable elements ( e.g. , an icon , text , uniform resource 
locator ( " URL " ) link or any other suitable indicator ) repre 
senting highlight segments that are available for viewing , 
along with fantasy sports contest information . In one suit 
able approach , the selectable elements may be overlaid over 
particular portions of fantasy sports contest information 
regions . For example , a selectable element overlaid on an 
athlete's name may indicate that highlight segments are 
available featuring that athlete . By selecting a selectable 
element , the user may view highlight segments represented 
by the selectable element . 
[ 0017 ] In another suitable arrangement , the fantasy sports 
contest application may display a highlight menu upon user 
selection of a selectable element . The highlight menu may 
divide the highlight segments represented by the selectable 
element into groups and enable the user to choose among the 
groups of highlight segments . 
[ 0018 ] The fantasy sports contest application may display 
highlight segments in a variety of display formats . The 
fantasy sports contest application may display highlight 
segments simultaneously with the user's team roster or other 
fantasy sports contest information . The fantasy sports con 
test application may display highlight segments in a full 
screen , in an inset screen , in a display window , in an Internet 
web browser application display invoked by the fantasy 
sports contest application , or in any other suitable display . 
The user may be able to control the display of the highlight 
segment using a display control tool . The fantasy sports 
contest application may provide any suitable number of 
navigational highlight regions on a display screen . 
[ 0019 ] The fantasy sports contest application may display 
an identification screen to identify a highlight segment or 
sequence of highlight segments being displayed . The iden 
tification screen may include information such as the name 
of the athlete , the position played by the athlete , the fantasy 
sports contest team affiliation of the athlete , and the number 
of points in the fantasy sports contest earned from the play 
that is about to be shown in the highlight segment . This 
information may be shown during the playback of the 
highlight segment as an reduced sized banner in some region 
of the display . 
[ 0020 ] While playing a highlight segment in an inset 
screen or in a limited region of the display screen , the 
fantasy sports contest application may allow the user to 
further select other highlight segments for playback . Newly 
selected highlight segments may replace the currently play 
ing highlight segment , or may be queued for display after the 
currently playing highlight segment . 
[ 0021 ] The fantasy sports contest application may provide 
a Highlight Center to the user for viewing highlight segment 
compilations . In one suitable arrangement , the fantasy sports 
contest application may provide the user with highlight 
segment compilations featuring athletes on the user's fan 
tasy sports contest team roster , athletes participating in a 
real - life athletic event associated with the user's fantasy 
sports contest , athletes associated with other users ' rosters in 
the user's fantasy sports contest league , or athletes on a 
real - life sports team roster chosen by the user . 
[ 0022 ] The fantasy sports contest application may use a 
variety of themes to create highlight segment compilations . 
Themes may also be customized by the user . For example , 
the fantasy sports contest application may compile highlight 
segments based on fantasy contest scoring , real - life scoring , 

real - life statistics , an athletic position being featured ( e.g. , a 
goalie in a hockey contest ) , a type of athletic play being 
featured ( e.g. , double plays in a baseball contest ) , a fantasy 
sports team being featured ( e.g. , the user's fantasy sports 
team ) , a real - life sports team being featured ( e.g. , the user's 
favorite real - life sports team ) , and any other suitable themes . 
[ 0023 ] The highlight segment compilations may be pre 
arranged , or may be instantly compiled by parsing a data 
base of highlight segments according to the user's selec 
tions . The fantasy sports contest application may enable the 
user to download highlight segment compilations to a per 
sonal video recorder device ( e.g. , a TiVoTM device ) at the 
user's location or at any other suitable remote location ( e.g. , 
a network personal video recorder device ) for viewing by 
the user . 
[ 0024 ] In one embodiment of the present invention , the 
fantasy sports contest application may alert the user when a 
new highlight segment becomes available . The highlight 
segment may depict real - life action that affects the user's 
fantasy sports contest , or may depict real - life action of a 
particular real - life team or teams selected by the user . The 
fantasy sports contest application may alert the user based 
on various criteria such as fantasy contest scoring , real - life 
scoring , real - life action ( e.g. , a specific type of play ) , or 
other suitable criteria . The fantasy sports contest application 
may enable the user to select and edit criteria for receiving 
alerts . 
[ 0025 ] A fantasy sports contest application supporting 
real - time highlight segments may enable the user both to 
watch a real - life game and watch newly available high 
light segments of interest to the user . When a relevant 
highlight segment is available , the fantasy sports contest 
application may show it automatically ( e.g. , in a picture - in 
picture window ) or give the user some visual or audio 
indication that a new relevant highlight segment is available 
for viewing . 
[ 0026 ] Further features of the invention , its nature , and 
various advantages will be more apparent from the accom 
panying drawings and the following detailed description of 
the preferred embodiments . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[ 0027 ] The above and other objects and advantages of the 
invention will be apparent upon consideration of the fol 
lowing detailed description , taken in conjunction with the 
accompanying drawings , in which like reference characters 
refer to like parts throughout , and in which : 
[ 0028 ] FIG . 1 is a diagram of an illustrative fantasy sports 
contest system in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention ; 
[ 0029 ] FIG . 2 is a diagram of an illustrative fantasy sports 
contest television system in accordance with one embodi 
ment of the present invention ; 
[ 0030 ] FIG . 3 is a diagram of an illustrative fantasy sports 
contest television system having network nodes in accor 
dance with one embodiment of the present invention ; 
[ 0031 ] FIGS . 4-6 show illustrative fantasy sports contest 
information display screens in accordance with the present 
invention ; 
[ 0032 ] FIG . 7 shows an illustrative fantasy sports contest 
highlight menu in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention ; 
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[ 0051 ] FIG . 26 shows a flow chart of illustrative steps for 
providing users with highlight segments according to user 
preferences in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[ 0033 ] FIG . 8 is a flow chart of illustrative steps involved 
in displaying highlight segments based on a user selection in 
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention ; 
[ 0034 ] FIG . 9 shows an illustrative inset screen that may 
be used to present multimedia highlight segments in accor 
dance with one embodiment of the present invention ; 
[ 0035 ] FIG . 10 shows an illustrative full screen that may 
be used to present multimedia highlight segments in accor 
dance with one embodiment of the present invention ; 
[ 0036 ] FIG . 11 shows an illustrative display window that 
may be used to present multimedia highlight segments in 
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention ; 
[ 0037 ] FIG . 12 shows an illustrative web browser appli 
cation display that may be used to display multimedia 
highlight segments in accordance with one embodiment of 
the present invention ; 
[ 0038 ] FIG . 13 shows an illustrative identification screen 
displayed before a multimedia highlight segment in accor 
dance with one embodiment of the present invention ; 
[ 0039 ] FIG . 14 shows an illustrative Highlight Center 
menu that may be displayed by the fantasy sports contest 
application in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention ; 
[ 0040 ] FIG . 15 shows a flow chart of illustrative steps 
involved in displaying highlight segment compilations in 
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention ; 
[ 0041 ] FIG . 16 shows an illustrative menu for adding a 
highlight segment compilation in accordance with one 
embodiment of the present invention ; 
[ 0042 ] FIG . 17 shows an illustrative menu for editing a 
highlight segment compilation in accordance with one 
embodiment of the present invention ; 
[ 0043 ] FIG . 18 shows an illustrative menu for selecting 
the user's favorite type of real - life play in accordance with 
one embodiment of the present invention ; 
[ 0044 ] FIG . 19 shows an illustrative highlight segment 
compilation edit menu including a selectable element for 
enabling the favorite plays preference feature in accordance 
with one embodiment of the present invention ; 
[ 0045 ] FIG . 20 shows an illustrative Highlight Center 
options menu in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention ; 
[ 0046 ] FIG . 21 shows an illustrative menu for selecting 
the user's favorite real - life team in accordance with one 
embodiment of the present invention ; 
[ 0047 ] FIG . 22 shows an illustrative highlight segment 
compilation edit menu including a selectable element for 
instructing the fantasy sports contest application to down 
load the highlight segment compilation to a personal video 
recorder device in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention ; 
[ 0048 ] FIG . 23 shows an illustrative fantasy sports contest 
display on a fantasy sports contest related television broad 
cast in accordance with one embodiment of the present 
invention ; 
[ 0049 ] FIG . 24 shows an illustrative menu for editing user 
alert preferences in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention ; and 
[ 0050 ] FIG . 25 shows a flow chart of illustrative steps for 
alerting the user of newly available highlight segments in 
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention ; 
and 

[ 0052 ] The present invention is primarily described herein 
in terms of the fantasy sports contest application . It will be 
understood that any other suitable software , hardware , or 
both may be used in conjunction with the fantasy sports 
contest application or in place of the fantasy sports contest 
application to implement some or all of the features of the 
present invention . 
[ 0053 ] The fantasy sports contest application of the pres 
ent invention may be any suitable software , hardware , or 
both that may be used to implement the features of the 
present invention . The fantasy sports contest application 
may be implemented at any suitable location in the system 
described in FIG . 1. For example , the fantasy sports contest 
application may be implemented at user equipment 110 , at 
server 100 , or at any other suitable location ( that is not 
necessarily shown in FIG . 1 ) , or at any combination of 
locations . For example , certain portions of the fantasy sports 
contest application may be implemented at user equipment 
110 ( e.g. , those portions that implement features involved in 
user interaction ) , whereas certain other portions of the 
fantasy sports contest application may be implemented at 
server 100 ( e.g. , those portions that implement features 
involved in the processing of client requests and in the 
tracking of the performance of contestants ) . Any such suit 
able arrangement of the fantasy sports contest application 
may be implemented in accordance with the present inven 
tion . 
[ 0054 ] The fantasy sports contest application of the pres 
ent invention may be used to implement fantasy sports 
contests that include any suitable sports contest in which the 
user is given the ability to make decisions that may affect the 
standing of the user in the sports contest . For example , in 
typical team - oriented fantasy sports contests , the user may 
participate in the capacity of a general manager . In this 
situation , the user may be have responsibilities such as 
creating a team roster ( e.g. , drafting players ) , selecting 
player positions , selecting reserves , making trades , and 
otherwise maintaining the composition of the user's team 
roster . It will be understood that any other suitable decision 
making capability may be given to the user in a fantasy 
sports contest in addition to or in place of those indicated 
above . 
[ 0055 ] The fantasy sports contest of the present invention 
need not be limited or restricted in time . For example , a 
fantasy sports contest may last an entire season , multiple 
seasons , a portion of the season , a definite period of time 
( e.g. , one month , two weeks , three days , one hour , etc. ) , the 
duration of a particular event ( e.g. , Wimbledon , etc. ) , a 
portion of a particular event , or any other suitable period of 
time . 
[ 0056 ] In one suitable approach , fantasy sports contests 
may include contests in which the user is not necessarily 
playing the role of a general manager . For example , fantasy 
sports contests may involve the user determining or guessing 
( i.e. , blindly or with calculation ) whether particular out 
comes will occur ( e.g. , whether a particular golfer will make 
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the next put ) . Any such suitable decision - making may be the 
basis of a fantasy sports contest or a part of a fantasy sports 
contest . 
[ 0057 ] The fantasy sports contests of the present invention 
may use any suitable one or more scoring systems . For 
example , existing fantasy scoring systems include straight 
point systems ( e.g. , points are awarded and subtracted based 
on real - life plays without regard to the performance of other 
players on other fantasy teams in a league ) , rotisserie 
systems ( e.g. , points are awarded based on the user's relative 
ranking against other users ) , head - to - head systems ( e.g. , 
users in a league are matched against one another in a 
round - robin series of one - on - one contests during the course 
of a season ) . There are merely illustrative scoring systems . 
Any other suitable scoring system may be used in the fantasy 
sports contests of the present invention . 
[ 0058 ] It will be understood that the above are merely 
illustrative elements of fantasy sports contests . Any other 
suitable arrangement or approach may be used . It will 
further be understood that the nature of the fantasy sports 
contests may vary depending on which activity or sport is 
involved or based on any other suitable criteria . 
[ 0059 ] The fantasy sports contest application of the pres 
ent invention may provide to the user fantasy sports contest 
information . Fantasy sports contest information may include 
any suitable information associated with one or more fantasy 
sports contests in which the user participates or in which the 
user may have an interest . For example , fantasy sports 
contest information may include information regarding the 
user's one or more rosters , the user's standing in each of the 
fantasy sports contests in which the user participates , one or 
more point tallies that the user has accumulated in each of 
the user's respective fantasy sports contests , information 
regarding the number of trades the user may make , infor 
mation regarding the amount of fantasy money the user has 
available to add players to a roster , information regarding 
deadlines to make trades or perform any other suitable task 
associated with one or more fantasy sports contests , or any 
other suitable information . Fantasy sports contest informa 
tion may also include information regarding real - life athletes 
( e.g. , names , statistics , etc. ) , real - life sports leagues ( e.g. , 
game schedules , standings , etc. ) , real - life sporting events 
( e.g. , baseball games , golf tournaments , tennis matches , 
etc. ) , sports arenas , weather information , sports commen 
tary , or any other suitable information regarding real - life 
sports or events that may have an affect on the one or more 
fantasy sports contest in which the user participates . 
[ 0060 ] Aspects of the operation of fantasy sports contest 
applications are described in U.S. Pat . No. 4,918,603 
( Hughes , et al . ) , U.S. Pat . No. 5,846,132 ( Junkin ) , U.S. Pat . 
No. 5,971,854 ( Junkin ) , and U.S. Pat . No. 6,193,610 ( Jun 
kin ) , which are all hereby incorporated by reference herein 
in their entireties . 
[ 0061 ] An illustrative fantasy sports contest client / server 
system in accordance with the present invention is shown in 
FIG . 1. The system illustrated in FIG . 1 may be used as a 
fantasy sports contest system in accordance with the present 
invention . The fantasy sports contest application may be at 
least partially implemented on server 100. Server 100 may 
include one or more servers that may be located at a single 
location or across two or more locations ( e.g. , in a distrib 
uted network arrangement ) . Server 100 may access one or 
more databases ( e.g. , databases 104 , 106 and 116 ) that may 
store information related to a fantasy sports contest . 

[ 0062 ] Databases 104 , 106 , and 116 may store fantasy 
sports contest information such as the roster of players 
available for drafting , the schedule for the fantasy sports 
contest , fantasy sports contest rules , or any other suitable 
information related to the fantasy sports contest . Server 100 
may also include source of highlights 102 for providing 
highlight segments and related information . Information 
from server 100 and source 102 may be transmitted to user 
equipment 110 via communication network 108. Commu 
nication network 108 may be a satellite network , a telephone 
network , an Internet network , a cable network , or any other 
suitable communication network . If it is desired to transmit 
video signals over communication network 108 , a network 
that enables relatively high bandwidth transmission ( e.g. , 
cable network , satellite network ) may be desirable . 
[ 0063 ] The fantasy sports contest information transmitted 
by server 100 to user equipment 110 includes data which is 
communicated to users as part of the fantasy sports contest 
such as statistical information , rosters , standings , etc. The 
highlight segments transmitted by server 100 to user equip 
ment 110 may include text , graphics , and video information . 
If desired , some of the fantasy sports contest information , 
highlight segments and related information may be provided 
using data sources at facilities other than server 100 , which 
are directly connected to user equipment 110 via commu 
nications network 108 . 
[ 0064 ] For example , data related to tracking user interac 
tion with the fantasy sports contest application may be 
communicated to a data collection location that is separate 
from server 100. Similarly , highlight segments may be 
generated and stored by a highlight segment facility that is 
separate from server 100 . 
[ 0065 ] Server 100 may distribute the fantasy sports contest 
application and related data as well as highlight segments 
and related data to user equipment 110 via communications 
network 108 . 
[ 0066 ] User equipment 110 at each user's location may 
include processing equipment 119. Processing equipment 
119 may be based on a personal computer , a WebTV box , a 
personal computer television ( PC / TV ) , a handheld comput 
ing device , a set - top box , or any other suitable equipment . 
Processing equipment 119 may be used to implement the 
fantasy sports contest application at the user's location . 
Alternatively , the fantasy sports contest application may be 
partially implemented on server 100 and partially imple 
mented on processing equipment 119 . 
[ 0067 ] Fantasy sports contest information may be distrib 
uted to user equipment 110 periodically ( e.g. , once per hour 
or once per week ) . Fantasy sports contest information may 
also be distributed continuously or on - demand to user equip 
ment 110. A connection may be established to server 100 , 
and any sources of information independent from server 100 
through communications network 108. The fantasy sports 
contest application may request certain fantasy sports con 
test information , highlight segments , and highlight segment 
related information to be sent from server 100 and indepen 
dent sources . Server 100 may include a processor to handle 
these information distribution tasks . User processing equip 
ment 119 may also include a processor and communications 
hardware to handle tasks associated with implementing a 
fantasy sports contest application , including requesting 
appropriate information from server 100 . 
[ 0068 ] At the user's location , display equipment 118 dis 
plays fantasy sports contest information and highlight seg 
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ments . The fantasy sports contest information and highlight 
segments may include audio information . Audio equipment 
120 may be used to output audio info . Audio equipment may 
include speakers found in televisions , speakers for personal 
computers , stand - alone stereo systems ( e.g. , mini - systems , 
component systems , etc. ) , or any other suitable audio equip 
ment . The user may use input device 112 to access infor 
mation related to the fantasy sports contest . Such input 
devices may include one or more suitable devices such as 
remote controls , keyboards , voice controlled devices , track 
balls , computer mice or any other suitable device . 
[ 0069 ] A number of suitable techniques may be used to 
distribute video information for highlight segments . For 
example , highlight segment video information may be dis 
tributed from source 102 in a continuously - looped arrange 
ment , where the fantasy sports contest application imple 
mented on user processing equipment 119 may capture 
appropriate video information for display from the stream of 
information being transmitted . With such a continuously 
looped arrangement , a map indicating the latest location of 
the video information may be downloaded periodically to 
user equipment 110. This allows any databases used in 
source 102 for storing video information to be updated , and 
also allows source of highlights 102 to be altered . Highlight 
segment video information may be downloaded to user 
equipment 110 periodically and stored locally . The video 
information may be accessed locally when needed by the 
fantasy sports contest application implemented ( at least 
partially ) using processing equipment 119 at the user's 
location . Another approach involves using the fantasy sports 
contest application to request video information when 
needed . Information on the location of video information 
may be downloaded to user equipment 110 , and may be 
updated as needed . The fantasy sports contest application 
implemented ( at least partially ) using processing equipment 
119 may then request and receive appropriate highlight 
segment video information as needed . 
[ 0070 ] Text information for highlight segments may be 
provided to user equipment 110 using paths that are sub 
stantially equivalent to the paths used for distributing fan 
tasy sports contest information . For example , text informa 
tion may be stored locally in processing equipment 119 and 
updated periodically . Text information may also be provided 
by server 100 using a continuously - looped arrangement , or 
on request . 
[ 0071 ] In one embodiment , the fantasy sports contest 
application of the present invention may be implemented on 
an interactive television platform . An illustrative fantasy 
sports contest television system 200 in accordance with this 
embodiment of the present invention is shown in FIG . 2 . 
Main facility 202 may include a fantasy sports contest 
database 204 for storing fantasy sports contest information 
such as the roster of players available for drafting , the 
schedule for the fantasy sports contest , rules , or any other 
suitable fantasy sports contest information . Main facility 
202 may also include a highlight segment database 206 for 
storing highlight segments and related information . Infor 
mation from databases 204 and 206 may be transmitted to 
television distribution facility 208 via communications link 
210. Link 210 may be a satellite link , a telephone network 
link , an Internet link , a cable or fiber optic link , a microwave 
link , a combination of such links , or any other suitable 
communication link . If it is desired to transmit video signals 
( e.g. , for highlight segments ) over link 210 in addition to 

data signals , a relatively high bandwidth link such as a 
satellite link may be preferable to a relatively low bandwidth 
link such as a telephone line . 
[ 0072 ] Television distribution facility 208 is a facility for 
distributing television signals to users , such as a cable 
system head end , a broadcast distribution facility , or a 
satellite television distribution facility . 
[ 0073 ] The fantasy sports contest information transmitted 
by main facility 202 to television distribution facility 208 
includes data which is communicated to users as part of the 
fantasy sports contest such as statistical information , rosters , 
standings , etc. The highlight segment related content trans 
mitted by main facility 202 to television distribution facility 
208 may include still images , text , graphics , audio and / or 
video content . If desired , some of the fantasy sports contest 
information and highlight segments information may be 
provided using data sources at facilities other than main 
facility 202. For example , data related to tracking player 
interaction with the fantasy sports contest application and 
other interactive applications may be communicated to a 
data collection location that is separate from main facility 
202 and separate from television distribution facility 208 . 
Similarly , highlight segments information may be obtained 
from a television network or a repository of multimedia and 
other content that is separate from main facility 202 and 
television distribution facility 208 . 
[ 0074 ] Regardless of its source , highlight segments may 
be maintained on a server 212 within television distribution 
facility 208 if desired . Server 212 may be capable of 
handling text , graphics , audio and video . In addition , server 
212 may be capable of providing interactive services such as 
sending out video clips based on the user's selections . Server 
212 may be based on one or more computers . 
[ 0075 ] Television distribution facility 208 may distribute 
fantasy sports contest information and applications as well 
as the contents of highlight segments and the highlight 
segments application ( e.g. , in instances where the highlight 
segments application is not integrated as a feature of the 
fantasy sports contest application ) to user television equip 
ment 214 other user equipment of multiple users via 
communications paths 216. This information may be dis 
tributed over an out - of - band channel on communications 
paths 216 and may be distributed using any of a number of 
suitable techniques . For example , still images and text may 
be distributed over an out - of - band channel using an out - of 
band modulator . Multimedia highlight segments may also be 
distributed in this way , although large quantities of audio 
and video information may be more efficiently distributed 
using one or more digital channels on paths 216. Such digital 
channels may also be used for distributing text and graphics . 
[ 0076 ] Each user may have a receiver such as set - top box 
218 or other suitable television or computer equipment into 
which circuitry similar to set - top - box circuitry has been 
integrated . For clarity , the present invention is described 
primarily in connection with user equipment based on a 
set - top box arrangement . This is merely illustrative . The 
fantasy sports contest application of the present invention 
may be implemented using user television equipment 214 
that is based on a personal computer , a WEBTV box , a 
personal computer television ( PC / TV ) , or handheld comput 
ing device , etc. If desired , the fantasy sports contest appli 
cation may be implemented using a client - server architec 
ture using user television equipment 214 as a client 
processor and a server such as server 212 . 
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separate communication paths . If functions such as these are 
provided using facilities separate from television distribu 
tion facility 208 , some of the communication involving 
set - top boxes 218 may be made directly with the separate 
facilities . 

[ 0077 ] A fantasy sports contest application may also be 
implemented in an on - line system using personal computers 
or other suitable equipment linked to a computer network 
( e.g. , the Internet ) , a fantasy application interface ( e.g. , an 
Internet browser ) , and a media player ( which , depending on 
the software chosen , may be a feature included in the fantasy 
sports contest application interface ) . With such an arrange 
ment , fantasy sports contest application data and highlight 
segments may be stored remotely on a server that the user of 
the on - line fantasy sports contest application may access 
through an Internet connection and download locally . Server 
212 need not be incorporated in a television distribution 
facility , communications paths 216 may be an Internet 
connection , and a basic personal computer with a browser or 
other suitable equipment could substitute for user television 
equipment client processor 214 . 
[ 0078 ] Fantasy sports contest information may be distrib 
uted to set - top boxes 218 periodically ( e.g. , once per hour or 
once per week ) . Fantasy sports contest information may also 
be distributed continuously or on - demand . A connection 
may be established to television distribution facility 208 
using communication paths 216. A request for certain fan 
tasy sports contest information or highlight segments may be 
sent from the set - top box 218 to the television distribution 
facility 208. The television distribution facility 208 may 
respond by sending information responsive to the request 
back to the set - top box 218 using communication paths 216 . 
Main facility 202 may include a processor to handle infor 
mation distribution tasks . Each set - top box 218 may include 
a processor to handle tasks associated with implementing a 
fantasy sports contest application on the set - top box 218 . 
Television distribution facility 208 may include a processor 
for tasks associated with monitoring the user's interactions with the fantasy sports contest application implemented on 
set - top boxes 218 and for handling tasks associated with the 
distribution of information related to the fantasy sports 
contest and highlight segments . 
[ 0079 ] During use of the fantasy sports contest application 
implemented on set - top box 218 , statistical information 
relating to the contest may be displayed on display 220 . 
Set - top box 218 , and display 220 ( if part of a television ) may 
be controlled by one or more remote controls 222 or any 
other suitable user input interfaces such as a wireless key 
board , mouse , trackball , dedicated set of buttons , etc. 
[ 0080 ] Communication paths 216 preferably have suffi 
cient bandwidth to allow television distribution facility 208 
to distribute scheduled television programming , pay pro 
gramming , and other information to set - top boxes 218 in 
addition to the fantasy sports contest application , related 
data , and highlight segments . Multiple television and audio 
channels ( analog , digital , or both analog and digital ) may be 
provided to set - top boxes 218 via communication paths 216 . 
If desired , fantasy sports contest information and highlight 
segments may be distributed by one or more distribution 
facilities that are similar to , but separate from , television 
distribution facility 208 using communication paths that are 
separate from communication paths 216 ( e.g. , using Internet 
paths ) . 
[ 0081 ] Certain functions such as the user's instructions to 
make a change in the user's team roster selections or the 
selection of a highlight segment for viewing may require 
set - top boxes 218 to transmit data to television distribution 
facility 208 over communication paths 216. If desired , such 
data may be transmitted over telephone lines or other 

[ 0082 ] A number of suitable techniques may be used to 
distribute highlight segments . For example , if each path 216 
includes a number of traditional analog television channels , 
one or more of these channels may be used to support a 
number of digital channels . The bandwidth of each analog 
channel that is used to support digital channels may support 
ten or more of such digital channels . For on - demand high 
light segments , set - top box 218 and server 212 may nego 
tiate to determine a channel on which to provide the desired 
highlight segments . Highlight segments that originate from 
main facility 202 or a separate facility may be distributed to 
user television equipment 214 using these or other suitable 
techniques or a combination of such techniques . 
[ 0083 ] As shown in FIG . 3 , the capabilities of server 212 
may be provided using servers 300 located at network nodes 
302. Servers such as servers 300 may be used instead of 
server 212 or may be used in conjunction with a server 212 
located at television distribution facility 208 . 
[ 0084 ] Highlight segments may be downloaded periodi 
cally ( e.g. , every 30 minutes ) to set - top boxes 218 of FIG . 
2 and stored locally . The highlight segments to store may be 
based on information indicating which highlight segments 
relate to the user's fantasy sports contest team roster . High 
light segment video information may be accessed locally 
when needed by the fantasy sports contest application imple 
mented using the set - top box 218. Alternatively , highlight 
segment video information may be provided in a continu 
ously - looped arrangement on one or more digital channels 
on paths 216. With such a continuously - looped arrangement , 
a map indicating the location of the latest video information 
may be downloaded periodically to set - top boxes 218 ( e.g. , 
every thirty minutes ) . This allows the content on the digital 
channels to be updated . The fantasy sports contest applica 
tion implemented ( at least partially ) on set - top boxes 218 
may use the map to locate desired highlight segments on the 
digital channels . Another approach involves using a server 
such as server 212 or servers 300 to provide the highlight 
segments on request ( e.g. , after set - top box 218 and the 
server have negotiated to set up a download operation ) . A 
bitmap or other suitable set of video information may then 
be downloaded from the server to the set - top box . If desired , 
the server may provide instructions to the set - top box 
informing the set - top box where the desired highlight seg 
ments may be located on a particular digital channel . The 
highlight segments may be updated periodically if the server 
responsible for informing the set - top box of the location of 
the highlight segments is also updated periodically . 
[ 0085 ] Text information used with highlight segments 
may be provided to set - top boxes 218 using paths substan 
tially equivalent to paths used for distributing fantasy sports 
contest information . For example , highlight segments 
related text information from database 206 may be provided 
to set - top boxes 218 using link 210 , television distribution 
facility 208 , and paths 216. The text information may be 
stored locally in set - top boxes 218 and updated periodically 
( e.g. , every thirty minutes ) . Text information may also be 
provided by server 212 using a continuously - looped 
arrangement or on request . 
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[ 0086 ] A cable modem may be used to distribute text , 
graphics , audio and video data . The text , graphics , audio and 
video content may also be distributed using a combination of 
these techniques or any other suitable technique . 
[ 0087 ] With regard to the interactive television system of 
FIG . 2 , the fantasy sports contest application may be imple 
mented user television equipment 214 , at television distri 
bution facility 208 , at main facility 202 , or at any other 
suitable location ( that is not necessarily shown FIG . 2 ) , or at 
any combination of locations . For example , certain portions 
of the fantasy sports contest application may be imple 
mented at user television equipment 214 , ( e.g. , those por 
tions that implement features involved in user interaction ) , 
whereas certain other portions of the fantasy sports contest 
application may be implemented at television distribution 
facility 208 ( e.g. , those portions that implement features 
involved in the processing of client requests and in the 
tracking of the performance of contestants ) . Any such suit 
able arrangement of the fantasy sports contest application 
may be implemented in accordance with the present inven 
tion . 

[ 0088 ] The fantasy sports contest application of the pres 
ent invention may also provide as part of fantasy sports 
contest information , highlight segments of real - life sporting 
events . A highlight segment may include any suitable form 
of media . For example , a highlight segment may include 
static images , animated images , video , audio , rendered 
images , interactive content , text , any other suitable form of 
media , or any other suitable combination thereof . Highlight 
segments may include corresponding television segments , 
radio accounts of the relevant play , or both . Highlight 
segments may be provided by one or more third party 
suppliers ( e.g. , NFL Films ) of accounts and depictions of a 
game , which may provide highlight segments from one or 
more camera angles . 
[ 0089 ] Highlight segments may be stored in a database of 
highlight segments at , for example , source of highlights 102 
or highlights database 206. Highlight segments may be 
stored as individual media files . In this case , the highlight 
segments may be identified by file header information or by 
any other such suitable technique . Alternatively , highlight 
segments may be stored as part of an entire event recording 
( e.g. , an entire football game video and audio ) . In this case , 
the highlight segments may be tagged in some appropriate 
way in order to allow the fantasy sports contest application 
to distinguish between different highlight segments of a 
particular event . For example , a separate file that identifies 
the locations within each of the events of every highlight 
segment may be used by the fantasy sports contest applica 
tion to find a particular highlight segment . 
[ 0090 ] It will be understood that any such technique for 
storing , searching , and accessing highlight segments may be 
used in conjunction with the present invention . 
[ 0091 ] A multimedia highlight segment may be a com 
puter media file with audio and video information , a tele 
vision audio and video signal , as well as other suitable media 
content . A multimedia highlight segment may be down 
loaded or streamed to the user equipment . 
[ 0092 ] FIG . 4 shows fantasy sports contest information 
screen 400 provided by the fantasy sports contest applica 
tion . Screen 400 may include fantasy sports contest infor 
mation such as information on the user's fantasy sports 
contest team roster , information on one or more recent 
fantasy sports contests ( e.g. , between two fantasy sports 

contest teams ) involving one or more members of the user's 
fantasy sports contest roster , information on a fantasy sports 
contest league including the user's fantasy sports contest 
team , or any other information related to a fantasy sports 
contest . 

[ 0093 ] A Highlight Center element 420 may be displayed 
in screen 400 having links to individual highlight segments , 
or compilations of highlight segments . As shown in FIG . 4 , 
screen 400 includes information on a recent fantasy sports 
contest ( e.g. , between two fantasy sports contest teams ) 
involving the user's fantasy sports contest team ( i.e. , roster ) , 
including the two opposing fantasy sports contest teams ' 
names , team point totals , and the name , position , statistics , 
and fantasy sports contest point totals of each athlete . 
[ 0094 ] Selectable elements 402/404/406 may be displayed 
in screen 400 as selectable overlays on the fantasy sports 
contest information . In this particular example , elements 402 
represent individual athletes , elements 404 represent athletic 
positions , and elements 406 represent fantasy sports contest 
teams . Selectable elements 402/404/406 provide links to 
highlight segments featuring the athlete or grouping of 
athletes represented by the underlying fantasy sports contest 
information on which selectable elements 402/404/406 are 
overlaid . For example , in FIG . 4 selectable element 406 
overlaid on the fantasy sports contest team name “ Masters ” 
may represent highlight segments featuring the athletes on 
the Masters fantasy sports contest team . Whereas selectable 
element 402 overlaid on the athlete's name “ J. Elway ” may 
represent highlight segments featuring the athlete J. Elway , 
and element 404 overlaid on the athletic position “ QB ” may 
represent highlight segments featuring athletes at the quar 
terback position . Also shown in FIG . 4 , navigation indicator 
410 may be controlled by the user to highlight a particular 
selectable element 402/404/406 to which the user has navi 
gated . 
[ 0095 ] FIGS . 5 and 6 show illustrative display screens that 
may be generated by the fantasy sports contest application 
having different fantasy sports contest information . FIG . 5 
shows screen 500 having cumulative fantasy sports contest 
information for athletes on the user's fantasy sports contest 
roster over an entire season . FIG . 6 shows fantasy sports 
contest information on the user's fantasy sports contest 
league standings for an entire season . 
[ 0096 ] In one suitable approach , the scope of the highlight 
segments represented by selectable elements 402/404/406 
may vary according to the type of fantasy sports contest 
information being displayed in the display screen . For 
example , in the context of the fantasy sports contest infor 
mation displayed in FIG . 4 , which concerns a recent fantasy 
sports contest between two fantasy sports contest teams , the 
highlight segments represented by selectable elements 402 / 
404/406 may be drawn from that particular contest only . 
Whereas in the context of FIGS . 5 and 6 , both of which 
provide cumulative fantasy sports contest information on the 
user's fantasy sports contest team for a current season , the 
highlight segments represented by selectable elements 402 / 
404/406 may be drawn from the current season . 
[ 0097 ] In another suitable approach , user selection of 
selectable elements 402/404/406 may cause the fantasy 
sports contest application to display a menu such as high 
light menu 750 as shown in FIG . 7. Highlight menu 750 may 
enable the user to control the scope from which the repre 
sented highlight segments are drawn , and may enable the 
user to choose between highlight segments of multiple 
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athletes , or multiple groupings of athletes that may be 
represented by the selected element 402/404/406 . 
[ 0098 ] As illustrated in FIG . 7 , user selection of selectable 
element 406 representing the fantasy sports contest team 
“ Masters ” may cause the fantasy sports contest application 
to display highlight menu 750. Highlight menu 750 may 
provide links to groups of highlight segments featuring 
athletes on the Masters team . All athletes on the Masters 
team may be represented as a single group ( e.g. , using 
element 702 ) , or athletes may be separated into groups using 
suitable criteria , such as by athletic position . As illustrated in 
FIG . 7 , the fantasy sports contest application may provide 
menu 750 upon user selection of menu element 704. Menu 
element 704 may represent highlight elements featuring 
groups of athletes categorized by a criteria , such as groups 
of athletes on the Masters team categorized by athletic 
position . User selection of element 704 , may cause the 
fantasy sports contest application to display a further high 
light menu 760 having further selectable menu elements 712 
that represent highlight segments featuring each categorized 
group of athletes . 
[ 0099 ] Menu 750 may also provide toggle element 706 
which may be used by the user to control the scope from 
which represented highlight segments are drawn . The user 
may toggle element 706 between selections such as “ My 
Contest , ” “ Last Week , ” “ Season , ” etc. to control the pool of 
highlight segments from which highlight segments are being 
drawn . For example , user selection of element 702 while 
element 706 is toggled to “ Season ” may cause the fantasy 
sports contest application to draw highlight segments fea 
turing athletes on the Masters team from the current season . 
[ 0100 ] FIG . 8 is a flow chart of illustrative steps involved 
in displaying a highlight segment to the user . After the 
fantasy sports contest application is invoked ( step 802 ) , the 
fantasy sports contest application may display to the user 
fantasy sports contest information and selectable elements 
representing highlight segments available for viewing ( step 
804 ) . If the user selects a selectable element ( step 806 ) , the 
fantasy sports contest application may directly display the 
highlight segments represented by the selectable element to 
the user ( step 812 ) . Alternatively , the fantasy sports contest 
application may display a highlight menu having selectable 
menu elements , which may provide links to subsets of 
highlight segments ( step 808 ) . User selection of a menu 
element ( step 810 ) causes the fantasy sports contest appli 
cation to display the represented highlight segments to the 
user ( step 812 ) . 
[ 0101 ] Thus , highlight segments may be displayed by user 
selection of selectable elements 402/404/406 or by user 
selection of selectable menu elements if a highlight menu is 
displayed . 
[ 0102 ] As illustrated in FIG . 9 , the fantasy sports contest 
application may display a highlight segment to the user in an 
inset screen 910. In addition to inset screen 910 , display 
screen 900 may also present fantasy sports contest informa 
tion in a manner similar to FIG . 4 , as an example . The user 
may able to select highlight segments for viewing as 
described above using selectable elements overlaid on fan 
tasy sports contest information and selectable highlight 
menus elements , if any . The user may also be able to select 
further highlight segments for viewing while displaying a 
highlight segment in the inset screen 910. If the user selects 
another highlight segment for viewing during the display of 
a highlight segment , the segment currently playing may be 

interrupted in favor of the newly selected highlight segment . 
In another suitable arrangement , the newly selected segment 
may be queued for display after the current segment . Simi 
larly , any further selected segments would be queued in the 
order they were selected . 
[ 0103 ] As illustrated in FIG . 10 , the fantasy sports contest 
application may display highlight segments using a full 
screen format . A toggle button 1002 may be provided in 
display 1000 for switching the view back to an inset screen 
( FIG . 9 ) . Similarly , toggle button 902 may be provided in 
inset screen 950 to enlarge the view to the full screen . 
[ 0104 ] Alternatively , highlight segments may be displayed 
using a “ pop - up ” style display region , which may be in the 
form of a display window . As illustrated in FIG . 11 , display 
screen 1100 may display fantasy sports contest information 
in a manner similar to FIG . 4 as an example . Upon user 
selection of highlight segments for display , region 1110 may 
be displayed playing the selected highlight segments . The 
user may use movement bar 1112 and selectable element 
1114 to respectively move region 1110 within screen 1100 
and close window 1110 ( e.g. , using a mouse , cursor keys on 
a remote control , or using any other suitable user input 
device ) . 
[ 0105 ] In another suitable approach , illustrated in FIG . 12 , 
user selection of highlight segments may cause the fantasy 
sports contest application invoke an Internet web browser 
application ( e.g. , Microsoft ExplorerTM ) to download and 
display the appropriate highlight segments . In one arrange 
ment , the web browser application may download highlight 
segments from server 212 at television distribution facility 
208. Alternatively , the web browser application may directly 
access an Internet web site , which may be maintained by a 
third party , to download the highlight segments . Highlight 
segments may be displayed to the user using any suitable 
multimedia application ( e.g. , QuicktimeTM ) implemented 
using the web browser application . In one suitable approach , 
the fantasy sports contest application may be configured to 
display Web pages and to display certain standardized video 
streams and video files , thus not requiring third party appli 
cations . 

[ 0106 ] As illustrated in FIGS . 9-11 , the fantasy sports 
contest application may provide display control tool 950 to 
the user for controlling the display of highlight segments . As 
shown in FIG . 9 , display control tool 950 may include 
control buttons 902 , 904 , and 906 that enable the user to , 
respectively , pause the highlight segment , play the segment 
in slow motion , and resume normal playback of a segment 
from either the pause or slow motion mode . The display 
control tool 950 may also include a display bar 914 that may 
allow the user to select a specific point in the highlight 
segment to begin playback , and may also serve as a tool for 
jumping forward or jumping back within the highlight 
segment . Display control tool 950 may also include time 
displays 910 and 912 , which may display , respectively , the 
elapsed and total time of the highlight segment . 
[ 0107 ] In one suitable arrangement , illustrated by FIG . 13 , 
an identification screen 1300 may be displayed before each 
highlight segment , or sequence of highlight segments . The 
identification screen may include information on the subject 
of the ensuing highlight segment , such as name of the athlete 
featured , athletic position of the featured athlete , name of the 
featured athlete's fantasy sports contest team , and the round 
of fantasy sports competition the highlight segment is drawn 
from . The identification screen may also include information 
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on fantasy sports contest points earned by the athlete , either 
in that round of fantasy sports competition , or in the ensuing 
real - life action depicted by the highlight segment , or 
sequence of highlight segments . In a sequence of highlight 
segments featuring more than one subject , an identification 
screen may be interjected before each subsequence of high 
light segments featuring a different subject ( e.g. , a different 
athlete , a different fantasy sports contest team , or a different 
real - life team ) . Alternatively , in a sequence of highlight 
segments , an identification screen may be interjected before 
each highlight segment depicting a different real - life play . 
[ 0108 ] In another suitable approach , the fantasy sports 
contest application may display the information displayed in 
display screen 1300 inconspicuously while the highlights are 
being displayed . For example , the information may dis 
played as a semi - transparent overlay . Alternatively , the 
information may be displayed in a small area of the display 
region in which the highlights are displayed . Any such 
suitable technique may be used for displaying the highlight 
information . For example , with reference to FIGS . 9-11 , the 
fantasy sports contest application may display reduced size 
identification banner 960 simultaneously with the display of 
highlight segments . Identification banner 960 may include 
information substantially equivalent to the information dis 
played in identification screen 1300 , and may be used to 
identify highlight segments in a substantially equivalent 
manner as identification screen 1300. Identification banner 
960 may be displayed for a predefined amount of time ( e.g. , 
a particular number of seconds ) during the beginning of a 
highlight segment , during the entirety of a highlight seg 
ment , or may be displayed according to any other suitable 
method . 

against another fantasy sports contest team ) , or favorite 
plays from action in the user's fantasy league . 
[ 0111 ] FIG . 15 is a flow chart describing the function of an 
illustrative Highlight Center . First , the fantasy sports contest 
application is invoked ( step 1502 ) . The fantasy sports con 
test application displays fantasy sports contest information 
and the Highlight Center element to the user ( step 1504 ) . 
User selection of the Highlight Center element ( step 1506 ) 
causes the fantasy sports contest application to display the 
Highlight Center menu ( step 1508 ) having selectable links to 
highlight segment compilations . User selection of a select 
able link ( step 1510 ) may cause the fantasy sports contest 
application to directly display the compilation ( step 1516 ) . 
[ 0112 ] In one suitable approach , menu 1400 may include 
submenus that group highlight segment compilations by the 
scope of the compilations . For example , as illustrated in 
FIG . 14 , the “ Fantasy Team Highlights ” submenu may list 
compilations of highlight segments featuring the athletes on 
the user's fantasy sports contest team roster , the “ Fantasy 
Contest Highlights ” submenu may list compilations of high 
light segments featuring the athletes impacting a recent 
fantasy sports contest ( e.g. , against another fantasy sports 
contest team ) involving the user's fantasy sports contest 
team , and the “ Fantasy League Highlights ” submenu may 
list compilations of highlight segments featuring athletes 
from all team rosters in a fantasy sports contest league . It 
will be understood that highlight segment compilations are 
modified by the submenu heading they are listed under . For example , a “ Top Plays ” highlight segment compilation listed 
under the “ Fantasy Contest Highlights ” submenu may rep 
resent a compilation of highlight segments featuring the top 
plays in the user's recent fantasy sports contest . 
[ 0113 ] In one suitable approach , the fantasy sports contest 
application may enable the user to choose the time period 
from which highlight segments are drawn for highlight 
segment compilations . As illustrated in FIG . 14 , the fantasy 
sports contest application may provide toggle element 1406 
under a submenu to enable the user to choose a time period 
( e.g. , “ This Contest , ” “ This Week , ” and “ Season ” ) for draw 
ing highlight segments for the highlight segment compila 
tions listed under the submenu . For example , a “ Season ” 
scope may cause the fantasy sports contest application to 
parse the highlight segment compilations listed under the 
submenu from the entire season's pool of highlight seg 
ments . Other choices such as “ This Contest , ” and “ This 
Week , ” may similarly define the time period from which 
highlight segments may be drawn . These choices are merely 
illustrative , other suitable choices may be provided that may 
be customized according to the schedule of a real - life sports 
league . 
[ 0114 ] As shown in FIG . 14 , the fantasy sports contest 
application may enable the user to add a highlight segment 
compilation to a submenu listing using selectable elements 
1408 displayed next to each submenu heading . As illustrated 
in FIG . 16 , user selection of element 1408 may cause the 
fantasy sports contest application to display an add menu 
1610 having selectable elements 1612 that represent the 
available subjects and themes for a new highlight segment 
compilation to be added to a submenu . A navigational 
highlight element 1620 may be displayed in menu 1610 to 
indicate a user selection . Upon user selection of element 
1612 , the fantasy sports contest application may add the 
selected highlight segment compilation to the appropriate 
submenu listing . In one suitable arrangement , the fantasy 

[ 0109 ] In one embodiment of the present invention , the 
fantasy sports contest application may present compilations 
of highlight segments to the user through a Highlight Center . 
As illustrated in FIG . 14 , user selection of Highlight Center 
420 ( e.g. , as shown in FIGS . 4-7 , 9 , and 11 ) may cause the 
fantasy sports contest application to display Highlight Cen 
ter menu 1400 having selectable elements 1402 that repre 
sent the compilations of highlight segments . One or more 
navigational highlight elements 1420 may be displayed in 
menu 1400 to indicate a selected element . User selection of 
selectable element 1402 may cause the fantasy sports contest 
application to display the corresponding highlight segment 
compilation to the user in a manner substantially equivalent 
to the manner highlight segments are displayed in FIGS . 
9-12 . 

[ 0110 ] A highlight segment compilation may be a collec 
tion of highlight segments organized around a central sub 
ject or theme . The central subject or theme may be selected 
based on performance considerations , such as a group of top 
athletes , a group of top plays , a top fantasy sports contest 
team , or based on any other suitable criterion . The central 
subject or theme may be selected based on the user's 
preference or interest , such as a user - specified favorite 
athlete , a user - specified type of favorite play , the user's 
fantasy sports contest team , etc. Highlight segments 
included in a highlight segment compilation may depict 
real - life action that involve the central subject or theme . For 
example , the fantasy sports contest application may provide 
compilations of highlight segments featuring the top per 
forming athletes on the user's fantasy sports contest team 
roster , the top plays in the user's recent fantasy contest ( e.g. , 
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sports contest application may automatically display an edit 
menu upon user selection of element 1612 to enable the user 
to customize the highlight segment compilation to be added . 
[ 0115 ] FIG . 17 illustrates such an edit menu , which may 
also be accessed by user selection of selectable element 
1404 in FIG . 14. In the example illustrated in FIG . 17 , the 
user has chosen to edit a " Team Highlights ” compilation 
under the “ Fantasy Team Highlights ” submenu , which may 
include highlight segments featuring the athletes on a par 
ticular fantasy sports contest team roster . Using input box 
1712 , the fantasy sports contest application may allow the 
user to choose to view a number of top highlight segments 
or all highlight segments for the athletes selected using 
selection boxes 1714 and 1716. For example , the user may 
choose to view the top three highlight segments for each 
athlete on the team roster , for the entire team , or for athletes 
at selected positions . Alternatively , the user may choose to 
view all highlight segments for selected athletes . Edit menu 
1710 is only illustrative , and the fantasy sports contest 
application may enable the user to edit highlight segment 
compilations having different themes by providing different 
edit menus . It should be understood that , in general , the 
fantasy sports contest application enables the user to cus 
tomize the selection criteria for the highlight segments to be 
included in a highlight segment compilation . 
[ 0116 ] Selection criteria for highlight segment compila 
tions that feature “ Top ” performances ( e.g. , “ Top Athletes , ” 
“ Top Plays , ” “ Top Teams , ” etc. ) may require the fantasy 
sports contest application to quantify the best and most 
exciting athletic performances with regard to plays , athletes , 
and teams . In one suitable arrangement , this may be accom 
plished using the scoring rules of the fantasy sports contest . 
For example , a “ Top ” athlete or “ Top ” team may be deter 
mined by the athlete's or team's fantasy sports contest point 
total . A “ Top ” play or “ Top ” highlight segment may be 
determined by the number of fantasy sports contest points 
scored by the athlete featured in the depicted real - life action . 
[ 0117 ] In one suitable arrangement , the determination of 
scoring or ranking may be done with respect to real - life 
scoring . The two may differ in that the fantasy sports contest 
may award points to a particular play whereas in a real - life 
contest , the play ( e.g. , a first down in football or fastest lap 
in automotive racing ) may not change the real - life score . 
Alternatively , any other suitable method or scheme for 
determining “ Top ” athletic performance may be used within 
the scope of the present invention . 
[ 0118 ] In one suitable approach , the fantasy sports contest 
application may provide " Favorite " highlight segment com 
pilations that include highlight segments selected based on 
specified user interest . The fantasy sports contest application 
may enable the user to select a favorite athlete , a favorite 
type of play , or any other user - specified favorite as the theme 
of a highlight segment compilation . 
[ 0119 ] As illustrated in FIG . 18 , the fantasy sports contest 
application may provide the user with edit menu 1810 for 
selecting types of favorite real - life plays to be included in a 
highlight segment compilation . The user may be able to 
select one or more types of favorite real - life plays ( e.g. , in 
baseball , double plays , home runs , strike outs , etc. ) using 
selection boxes 1812. In one suitable arrangement , each 
highlight segment compilation may hold one type of favorite 
play . Alternatively , several types of user - specified favorite 
plays may be combined into one highlight segment compi 
lation . 

[ 0120 ) Similarly , the fantasy sports contest application 
may provide the user with a “ Favorite Athlete ” compilation 
of highlight segments featuring a user - specified favorite 
athlete . As should be generally understood , highlight seg 
ment compilations featuring user - specified favorites may be 
modified for use within the scope of any of the submenus . 
For example , a " Favorite Plays " highlight segment compi 
lation under the “ Fantasy Team Highlights ” submenu may 
feature highlight segments of the user's fantasy sports 
contest team athletes performing a user - specified type of 
favorite play . 
[ 0121 ] In one suitable approach , the fantasy sports contest 
application may take into consideration the user's favorite 
types of plays when compiling highlight segment compila 
tions . In one suitable arrangement , the fantasy sports contest 
application may enable the user to modify a highlight 
segment compilation to give preference to highlight seg 
ments that feature the user - specified types of favorite plays . 
[ 0122 ] As shown in FIG . 19 , the fantasy sports contest 
application may provide preference feature selection ele 
ment 1814 , in addition to boxes 1912 , in highlight segment 
compilation edit menu 1910. In one suitable arrangement , 
user selection of element 1914 may cause the fantasy sports 
contest application to note any “ Favorite Plays ” highlight 
segment compilations created by the user , and give prefer 
ence to the types of plays indicated as user favorites in those 
highlight segment compilations . 
[ 0123 ] In one suitable arrangement illustrated by FIG . 20 , 
the user may be given the ability to universally choose 
favorite types of plays through options menu 2010 that may 
be accessed using options button 1412 in the Highlight 
Center menu . Options menu 2010 may include selection 
boxes 2012 that enable the user to choose which submenus 
to display in the Highlight Center menu , and selection boxes 
2014 that enable the user to universally select types of 
favorite plays . The fantasy sports contest application may 
enable the user to activate the favorite plays preference 
feature for a particular highlight segment compilation by 
selecting selectable element 1914 , or may automatically 
give preference to the types of plays selected by the user in 
menu 2010 for all highlight segment compilations . Alterna 
tively , any other suitable method may be used to ascertain 
the user's favorite types of athletic plays . 
( 0124 ] In one suitable approach , giving preference to a 
type of user - specified favorite play may mean that a high 
light segment featuring the favorite type of play is automati 
cally moved to the top of the list of highlight segments to be 
shown for an athlete or a team ( e.g. , in cases where “ Top ” 
plays or highlight segments are to be shown ) . Alternatively , 
the fantasy sports contest application may assign a highlight 
segment featuring a favorite play some predetermined value 
( e.g. , a predetermined number of fantasy points ) , or give the 
highlight segment a predetermined boost in its value ( e.g. , 
by adding a predetermined number of fantasy points to the 
number of fantasy points earned by the highlight segment's 
featured athlete ) . It should be understood that any other 
method or scheme for giving preference to one or more types 
of user - specified favorite plays may be used within the scope 
of the present invention . 
[ 0125 ] In one suitable approach , the fantasy sports contest 
application may provide the user with highlight segment 
compilations based on a favorite real - life sports team speci 
fied by the user . As shown in FIG . 14 , the fantasy sports 
contest application may provide the user with a “ Favorite 
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Team Highlights ” submenu that lists compilations of high 
light segments featuring the athletes on a favorite real - life 
team specified by the user . The “ Favorite Team Highlights ” 
submenu may provide highlight segment compilations for a 
real - life sports team in a substantially equivalent manner as 
the " Fantasy Team Highlights ” submenu provides highlight 
segment compilations for a fantasy sports contest team . 
Highlight segment compilations that are substantially 
equivalent to those listed under other submenus are available 
under the “ Favorite Team Highlights ” submenu , and may be 
added , edited , and modified in a substantially equivalent 
manner . 

[ 0126 ] As shown in FIG . 21 , the fantasy sports contest 
application may enable the user to choose a favorite real - life 
team using selection menu 2110 that may be displayed 
ensuing user selection of selectable element 1410. Selection 
menu 2110 may include selection boxes 2112 that corre 
spond to teams in a real - life sports league . User selection of 
a particular box 2112 may result in the designation of that 
particular team as the user's favorite team . 
[ 0127 ] In one suitable approach , the fantasy sports contest 
application may , upon user selection of selectable element 
1402 , instantly parse a pool of highlight segments such as 
source of highlights 102 or highlights database 206 to 
instantly form a highlight segment compilation . For 
example , user selection of a highlight segment compilation 
for “ Top Athletes ” listed under the “ Fantasy League High 
lights ” submenu and modified with the “ Season ” time period 
may cause the fantasy sports contest application to search 
contest database 104/204 for the athletes in the fantasy 
sports contest league that have the highest fantasy sports 
contest point totals for the season . The fantasy sports contest 
application may then select a number of these athletes ( e.g. , 
according to user instructions entered in a highlight segment 
compilation edit menu ) to be featured in the highlight 
segment compilation . The fantasy sports contest application 
may then parse the pool of highlight segments for those 
featuring the selected athletes . The fantasy sports contest 
application may then further parse the highlight segments 
for each selected athlete ( e.g. , according to user instructions 
and the favorite plays preference feature ) for inclusion in the 
highlight segment compilation . After determining the high 
light segments to be included in a highlight segment com 
pilation , the fantasy sports contest application may request 
the selected highlight segments ( e.g. , from source of high 
lights 102 or highlights database 206 ) , capture the selected 
highlight segments from a television channel that is con 
tinuously transmitting highlight segments to user equipment 
( e.g. , set - top box 218 over communications network 216 ) , 
pull the selected highlight segments from local memory 
( e.g. , processing equipment 119 or set - top box 218 ) , or 
download the selected highlight segments using any other 
suitable method for display to the user . 
[ 0128 ] Alternatively , the highlight segment compilation 
may be pre - arranged ( e.g. , continuously or periodically 
parsed before user selection of element 1402 ) and stored in 
database 206 , server 212 , set - top box 218 , or any other 
suitable storage location for retrieval and display by the 
fantasy sports contest application . Similarly , pre - arranged 
highlight segment compilations may be continuously trans 
mitted over a television channel for retrieval by the fantasy 
sports contest application . 
[ 0129 ] In one suitable approach , the fantasy sports contest 
application may enable the user to download highlight 

segment compilations to a personal video recorder ( " PVR " ) 
device such as a TiVoTM device at the user's location . The 
personal video recorder device may be provided as part of 
user equipment 110 or 214 , or may be provided separately . 
If provided separately , the personal video recorder device 
may communicate with the fantasy sports contest applica 
tion through user equipment to negotiate downloads of 
highlight segment compilations . 
[ 0130 ] In one suitable arrangement , the fantasy sports 
contest application may download a highlight segment com 
pilations to the personal video recorder upon user selection 
of the highlight segment compilation . In one suitable 
arrangement , the fantasy sports contest application may 
download all highlight segment compilations listed in High 
light Center menu 1400 to the personal video recorder 
device and update them continuously or periodically . In one 
suitable arrangement , the fantasy sports contest application 
may enable the user to select the particular highlight seg 
ment compilations to be automatically downloaded to a 
personal video recorder device . For example , the user may 
instruct the fantasy sports contest application to automati 
cally download all highlight segments featuring the user's 
fantasy sports contest team to the user's personal video 
recorder device . The user may also be able instruct the 
fantasy sports contest application to automatically download 
only those highlight segments featuring real - life action that 
scored a certain number of fantasy points . 
[ 0131 ] As shown in FIG . 22 , highlight segment compila 
tion edit menu 2210 may include , in addition to selection 
boxes 2212 , personal video recorder selection box 2214 . 
User selection of box 2214 may instruct the fantasy sports 
contest application to download that particular highlight 
segment compilation to the personal video recorder device . 
Similarly , the fantasy sports contest application may con 
tinuously or periodically update the highlight segment com 
pilations stored on the personal video recorder device as new 
highlight segments become available . 
[ 0132 ] In one suitable approach , the fantasy sports contest 
application may enable the user to forward highlight seg 
ments stored on the user's personal video recorder device to 
other users . The fantasy sports contest application may 
enable the user to select a number of highlight segments to 
be sent , and designate the users to send the highlight 
segments to . In one suitable arrangement , the fantasy sports 
contest application may send the highlight segments from 
the user's personal video recorder device to the other user's 
set - top box . In another suitable arrangement , the fantasy 
sports contest application may identify the highlight seg 
ments to be sent , and instruct that the identified highlight 
segments be sent from main facility 202 or server 212 to the 
other user's set - top box . Alternatively , the fantasy sports 
contest application may only send the other user links ( e.g. , 
hyperlinks ) to the highlight segments , which may be stored 
at main facility 202 or server 212. The other user may then 
select the link and download the highlight segment for 
viewing . 
[ 0133 ] In one embodiment of the present invention , the 
user may be alerted while watching a television broadcast 
when real - life action of interest to the user occurs . The 
fantasy sports contest application may provide a highlight 
segment depicting the real - life action , and the user may 
watch the highlight segment . The highlight segment may be 
of real - life action that is relevant to the user's fantasy sports 
contest , real - life action from a contest involving the user's 
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favorite team , or other real - life action of interest to the user . 
The highlight segment may be taken from footage of real 
life action in the user's currently tuned television broadcast , 
from another television broadcast not being currently 
shown , or from any other source of highlight segments . 
[ 0134 ] As illustrated by FIG . 23 , a fantasy sports contest 
related television broadcast is displayed in television display 
screen 2300 , along with fantasy sports contest display 2350 
having Highlight Center 2320 , fantasy sports contest infor 
mation region 2312 ( e.g. , displaying the instant score of the 
user's fantasy sports contest ) , and navigation indicator 2310 . 
User selection of fantasy sports contest information region 
2312 may cause the fantasy sports contest application to 
display a full screen fantasy sports contest information 
screen , substantially equivalent to that of FIG . 4. Highlight 
Center 2320 may function in a manner substantially equiva 
lent to Highlight Center 420 of the previous FIGS . , or may 
function as an abridged version of Highlight Center 420. In 
an abridged version , Highlight Center 2320 may include 
selectable links to compilations of highlight segments from 
the current round of fantasy competition . 
[ 0135 ] In one suitable approach , when a highlight segment 
depicting real - life action of interest to the user becomes 
available , the fantasy sports application may alert the user by 
visual means , audio means , or both . An example of such an 
alert may be video tape symbol 2308 displayed in fantasy 
sports contest display 2350 , which may also be accompanied 
by an audio alert sound . In one suitable arrangement , the 
audio alert may be used to differentiate the importance of the 
play that has just occurred . For example , real - life action 
resulting in the awarding of fantasy sports contest points in 
the user's current fantasy sports contest against another 
fantasy sports contest team may warrant display of alert 
symbol 2308 accompanied by an audio alert , whereas action 
resulting in the awarding of fantasy sports contest points 
outside of the user's current contest may only warrant the 
display of alert symbol 2308. Similarly , real - life action 
resulting in the awarding of points in a contest involving the 
user's favorite real - life team may warrant display of both 
alert symbol 2308 and an audio alert , whereas real - life 
action not resulting in the scoring of points may warrant only 
the display of alert symbol 2308 . 
[ 0136 ] In one suitable arrangement , in order to avoid too 
many alerts , the fantasy sports application may only alert the 
user of highlight segments depicting real - life action result 
ing in scoring in the user's current fantasy sports contest 
( e.g. , against another fantasy sports contest team ) or scoring 
in a contest involving the user's favorite team . If the user 
wishes to view the highlight segment , the user may select 
alert symbol 2308 to play the highlight segment . The high 
light segment may be displayed in an inset screen 910 as 
shown in FIG . 14 , in a full screen substantially equivalent to 
that of FIG . 10 , in a display window substantially equivalent 
to that of FIG . 11 , in a web browser application display 
substantially equivalent to that of FIG . 12 , or in any other 
suitable display format . 
[ 0137 ] In one suitable arrangement , the user may not be 
alerted of newly available highlight segments , and a high 
light segment of interest to the user may be automatically 
displayed to the user . 
[ 0138 ] As illustrated in FIG . 23 a video control tool 950 , 
substantially equivalent to that of FIGS . 9-11 , may be 
provided by the fantasy sports contest application to control 
the display of a newly available highlight segment . Elements 

902 and 1002 may also be provided to toggle between an 
inset screen format and a full screen format for displaying 
highlight segments . Identification screens or identification 
banners substantially equivalent to those of FIGS . 9 and 13 , 
respectively , may be displayed in conjunction with the 
newly available highlight segment . 
[ 0139 ] As illustrated in FIG . 23 , selectable element 2330 
may also be displayed in fantasy sports contest display 2350 
as a link to an options menu for editing user options in 
connection with highlight segment alerts . As shown in FIG . 
24 , the user may use check boxes 2402 to select when the 
user wishes to be alerted of relevant real - life action . For 
example , the user may wish to be alerted when the user's 
fantasy sports contest team scores fantasy points , when the 
user's fantasy sports contest opponent scores fantasy points , 
or when any fantasy sports contest team in the user's league 
scores fantasy points . 
[ 0140 ] The user may choose to be alerted when the user's 
favorite real - life athlete or team scores in a contest , when the 
real - life athlete's or team's opponent scores in the contest , 
or when any other significant real - life action occurs in the 
contest . In one suitable arrangement , as a way of judging 
when significant real - life action has occurred , the user may 
choose to be alerted when the user's favorite real - life athlete 
or team merits fantasy points , although fantasy points are not 
actually awarded in the fantasy sports contest . In one suit 
able arrangement , the fantasy sports contest application may 
determine a user's favorite real - life athlete or team using 
information from highlight segment compilations created by 
the user . Alternatively , the fantasy sports contest application 
may provide separate means ( e.g. , selection menus similar to 
FIG . 21 ) to designate user favorites for use in this aspect of 
the embodiment . 
[ 0141 ] In one suitable approach , the user may choose to be 
alerted when real - life action of interest occurs in a local 
sports contest . For example , if the user is located in Seattle , 
then the user may select to be alerted about significant action 
occurring in a game involving a sports team from the Seattle 
area . In another suitable approach , the fantasy sports contest 
application may enable the user to choose from a menu of 
contests in progress . The fantasy sports contest application 
may then provide highlight segments of significant action 
from the user selected contests . 
[ 0142 ] As shown in FIG . 24 , the user may use selection 
box 2404 and drop down menu 2412 to limit highlight 
segment alerts by the number of fantasy or real - life points 
scored in the highlight segment . The user may use drop 
down menus 2410 to customize what form the alerts should 
take for each selected alert situation . Menu 2400 may also 
enable the user to configure other options , using drop down 
menus 2414 , related to displaying a highlight segment , such 
as whether to prompt for user verification before displaying 
the highlight segment , and whether to include an identifi 
cation screen or identification banner in the display . Menu 
2400 may also include selection box 2406 for enabling the 
favorite plays preference feature , and selection box 2408 for 
instructing the fantasy sports contest application to down 
load displayed highlight segments to a personal video 
recorder device . 
[ 0143 ] FIG . 25 is a flow chart of illustrative steps involved 
in alerting the user of the availability of highlight segments 
featuring real - life action of interest to the user . At step 2502 , 
the fantasy sports contest application is invoked . When 
real - life action of interest to the user occurs , the fantasy 
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tion may monitor the user's actions and may at least partially 
compile preference information based on preferences . 
[ 0149 ] At step 2604 , the fantasy sports contest application 
selects the highlights that are to be provided to the user 
based on the preference information that was collected in 
step 2602 . 

sports contest captures the relevant action in a highlight 
segment which is made available for viewing ( step 2504 ) . 
The fantasy sports contest application then alerts the user 
that a highlight segment is available for viewing ( step 2506 ) . 
Upon user indication of a desire to view the relevant 
highlight segment ( step 2508 ) , the fantasy sports contest 
application displays the highlight segment to the user ( step 
2510 ) . Alternatively , the newly available highlight segment 
may be automatically displayed to the user after step 2504 . 
[ 0144 ] In one embodiment of the present invention , the 
fantasy sports contest application may determine automati 
cally for the user ( i.e. , without the need of user input or with 
minimal user input ) which highlights to provide to the user . 
The fantasy sports contest application may based its deter 
mination of which highlights to provide to the user based on 
any suitable criteria . For example , the fantasy sports contest 
application , any other suitable application , third party user 
information provider , any other suitable data source , or any 
combination thereof may compile information regarding the 
user's preferences . For example , the fantasy sports contest 
application may monitor the user's actions with respect to 
fantasy sports contests and at least partially compile data 
based on what is learned through the monitoring . 
[ 0145 ] Preferences may include information such as favor 
ite athletes , favorite teams , favorite types of plays , or any 
other suitable preference ( e.g. , as discussed with respect to 
FIGS . 14-22 ) . The preferences may also include information 
such as whether the user prefers to watch highlights in a full 
screen arrangement or in a partial screen arrangement , how 
many highlights the user prefers to have in a particular 
compilation , and any other such preferences . 
[ 0146 ] The preference information for the user may be 
collected and stored in a user profile . The user profile may 
be located at user equipment 110 , server 100 , at any other 
suitable locations , or at any combination thereof . The fan 
tasy sports contest application , when determining which 
highlights to provide to the user , may access the user profile . 
The highlights selected are thus based on the user's prefer 

[ 0150 ] At step 2606 , the fantasy sports contest application 
automatically provides to the user the highlights that were 
selected in step 2604. The fantasy sports contest application 
may , for example , display a selectable option to the user to 
play the selected highlights . Alternatively , the fantasy sports 
contest application may provide the selected highlights at 
any suitable place or time ( e.g. , one of the selected high 
lights may be provided when the user accesses a portion of 
fantasy sports contest information in some way associated 
with the highlight ) . Any such way of providing the user with 
the ability to view the selected highlights may be used . 
[ 0151 ] It will be understood that the user may change or 
otherwise customize the highlights that are to be selected by 
the fantasy sports contest information ( e.g. , the user may edit 
the user profile by explicitly indicating user preferences as 
in FIGS . 14-21 ) . 
[ 0152 ] Thus , systems and methods for fantasy sports con 
tests with real - life highlight segments are provided . One 
skilled in the art will appreciate that the present invention 
can be practiced by other than the described embodiments , 
which are presented for purposes of illustration and not of 
limitation , and the present invention is limited only by the 
claims which follow . 

1-80 . ( canceled ) 
81. A method comprising : 
accessing fantasy sports contest information stored at one 

or more storage devices , wherein the fantasy sports 
contest information comprises a fantasy roster contain 
ing names of a plurality of real - life athletes selected by 
a user and a fantasy sports contest that the fantasy roster 
of the user is participating in ; 

determining that a newly available highlight segment is 
associated with a real life athlete of the plurality of 
real - life athletes selected by the user ; 

in response to determining that the newly available high 
light segment is associated with the real life athlete 
selected by the user , transmitting an alert to a device 
associated with the user , wherein the alert comprises an 
indication that the newly available highlight segment 
has become available for viewing ; and 

in response to receiving user input to view the newly 
available highlight segment , causing the newly avail 
able highlight segment to be generated for display at a 
client device of the user . 

82. The method of claim 81 , wherein the alert is caused 
to be generated for display on the client device . 

83. The method of claim 82 , wherein the alert further 
comprises an audio alert . 

84. The method of claim 81 , wherein the client device is 
a handheld computing device . 

85. The method of claim 81 , wherein another highlight 
segment , associated with another real - life athlete of the 
plurality of real - life athletes selected by the user , is caused 
to be generated for display when presentation of the newly 
available highlight segment concludes . 

86. The method of claim 81 , wherein : 
causing the client device to generate for display the newly 

available highlight segment further comprises causing 

ences . 

[ 0147 ] For example , if the user participates in a fantasy 
football contest and prefers to see highlights of plays related 
to touchdowns , and has a particular football player on 
fantasy contest team roster , then the fantasy sports contest 
application may compile highlights based on this criteria . In 
this situation , the fantasy sports contest application may 
compile two or three highlights of the particular player 
scoring touchdowns ( e.g. , leaving out a play in which the 
particular player intercepted the ball because based on the 
user's preferences , the user in all likelihood will not be 
interested in such a play ) . If the fantasy sports contest 
application has determined that the user prefers to see the 
highlights together with fantasy sports contest information 
regarding the user's standing within the fantasy sports 
contest league , then the fantasy sports contest application 
may automatically display the highlights when the user 
access the league standing information ( e.g. , in a portion of 
the display screen ) . These highlights may be presented in an 
inset screen , as background “ wallpaper ' for the display or 
any other suitable display arrangement . 
[ 0148 ] FIG . 26 is a flow chart of illustrative steps involved 
in automatically displaying highlights to a user . At step 
2602 , preference information associated with the user is 
collected . For example , the fantasy sports contest applica 
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the client device to generate for display at least one of 
a total time of the newly available highlight segment 
and an elapsed time of the newly available highlight 
segment . 

87. The method of claim 81 , wherein : 
causing the client device to generate for display the newly 

available highlight segment further comprises causing 
the client device to generate for display an identifica 
tion of the fantasy sports roster associated with the 
real - life athlete . 

88. The method of claim 81 , further comprising : 
generating for display a plurality of highlights that con 

tributed to a fantasy sports score in the fantasy sports 
contest ; and 

ordering the plurality of highlights based on a relevance 
to the current score of the fantasy sports contest . 

89. The method of claim 81 , further comprising : 
identifying a second newly available highlight segment 

associated with a team indicated in a profile of the user ; 
and 

transmitting an alert to the client device that the second 
newly available highlight segment has become avail 
able for viewing . 

90. The method of claim 81 , further comprising : 
causing an identification of the real - life athlete in the 
newly available highlight segment to be generated for 
display . 

91. A system comprising : 
one or more storage devices ; and 
control circuitry configured to : 

access fantasy sports contest information stored at the 
one or more storage devices , wherein the fantasy 
sports contest information comprises a fantasy roster 
containing names of a plurality of real - life athletes 
selected by a user and a fantasy sports contest that 
the fantasy roster of the user is participating in ; 

determine that a newly available highlight segment is 
associated with a real life athlete of the plurality of 
real - life athletes selected by the user ; 

in response to determining that the newly available 
highlight segment is associated with the real life 
athlete selected by the user , transmit an alert to a 
device associated with the user , wherein the alert 
comprises an indication that the newly available 
highlight segment has become available for viewing ; 
and 

in response to receiving user input to view the newly 
available highlight segment , cause the newly available 
highlight segment to be generated for display at a client 
device of the user . 

92. The system of claim 91 , wherein the alert is caused to 
be generated for display on the client device . 

93. The system of claim 92 , wherein the alert further 
comprises an audio alert . 

94. The system of claim 91 , wherein the client device is 
a handheld computing device . 

95. The system of claim 91 , wherein the control circuitry 
is further configured to cause another newly available high 
light segment , associated with another real - life athlete of the 
plurality of real - life athletes selected by the user , to be 
generated for display when presentation of the newly avail 
able highlight segment concludes . 

96. The system of claim 91 , wherein the control circuitry 
is further configured to : 

cause the client device to generate for display at least one 
of a total time of the newly available highlight segment 
and an elapsed time of the newly available highlight 
segment . 

97. The system of claim 91 , wherein the control circuitry 
is further configured to : 

cause the client device to generate for display , along with 
the newly available highlight segment , an identification 
of the fantasy sports roster associated with the real - life 
athlete . 

98. The system of claim 91 , wherein the control circuitry 
is further configured to : 

generate for display a plurality of highlights that contrib 
uted to a fantasy sports score in the fantasy sports 
contest ; and 

order the plurality of highlights based on a relevance to 
the current score of the fantasy sports contest . 

99. The system of claim 91 , wherein the control circuitry 
is further configured to : 

identify a second newly available highlight segment asso 
ciated with a team indicated in a profile of the user ; and 

transmit an alert to the client device that the second newly 
available highlight segment has become available for 
viewing . 

100. The system of claim 91 , wherein the control circuitry 
is further configured to : 

cause an identification of the real - life athlete in the newly 
available highlight segment to be generated for display , 
along with the newly available highlight segment . 

* * 


